ಓದುುದು

ರಹಷ್ಟ್ರೀಯ ಠ್ಯಕ್ರಮ ಚೌಕ್ಟ್ುು (NCF 2005) ಮತುು ಶಿಕ್ಷಕ್ರ ಶಿಕ್ಷಣದ ರಹಷ್ಟ್ರೀಯ ಠ್ಯಕ್ರಮ ಚೌಕ್ಟ್ುು (2009)ಗಳು ಭಹರತದಲ್ಲಿನ
ಶಿಕ್ಷಣಕ್ಹಾಗಿ ಮಹಹದಹಸೆಯ ದೃಷ್ಟ್ಿಕ್ೆ ೀನನುನ ನೀಡಿವೆ. ಆದರಲ್ಲಿ ಎಲ್ಹಿ ಶಹಲ್ೆಗಳು ಷದೃಢವಹದ ಕ್ಲ್ಲಕ್ಹ ವಹತಹರಣನುನ
ಒದಗಿಷುತುವೆ. ಇ ದೃಷ್ಟ್ುಕ್ೆ ೀನನುನ ಸಹಕ್ಹರಗೆ ಳಿಷಲು ಶಿಕ್ಷಕ್ಿಗಗೆ ಹಹಗ ಶಿಕ್ಷಕ್ ಶಿಕ್ಷಕ್ಿಗಗೆ(

) ಷಹಹಯ ಸಷು

ನೀಡುುದೆೀ ಟೆಸ್ – ಆಂಡಿಯಹ OERನ ಮುಖ್ಯ ಈದೆದೀವವಹಗಿದೆ. ಇ ಈದೆದೀವನುನ ಇಡೆೀಿಗಷಲು ಶಿಕ್ಷಕ್ರನುನ ‘ವಿದಹಯರ್ಥಿ’ಗಳೆಂದು
ಿಗಗಣಿಸಿ ಄ರು ತಮಮ ೃತ್ತುಯಲ್ಲಿ ಄ವಯಕ್ವಿರು ಸಹಧನ ಹಹಗ ವಿಧಹನಗಳನುನ ಬೆಳೆಸಿಕ್ೆ ಳುುಲ್ಲಿ ನೆೈುಣಯತೆಯನುನ
ಹೆ ಂದುಂತೆ, ಬೆ ೀಧನೆಯ ಮತುು ಕ್ಲ್ಲಕ್ೆಯ ವಿಧಹನಗಳಲ್ಲಿ ಷಕ್ರರಯವಹಗಿ ತೆ ಡಗಿಸಿಕ್ೆ ಳುಲು ಷಹಹಯವಹಗುಂತೆ ಷಂನ ಮಲ
ರಚಿಷಲ್ಹಗಿದೆ. OER ಮುಖ್ಯ ಲಕ್ಷಣವೆಂದರೆ ಶಿಕ್ಷಕ್ರು ಘಟ್ಕ್ಗಳನುನ, ವೆೈಯಕ್ರುಕ್ ಚಟ್ುಟಿಕ್ೆಗಳನುನ, ಕ್ೆೀಸ್ ಷುಡಿಗಳನುನ ಬಳಸಿ,
಄ರ ೃತ್ತು ಕ್ೌವಲಯನುನ ೃದ್ಧಧಸಿಕ್ೆ ಂಡು ಄ುಗಳನುನ ನ ತನ ಷಂದರ್ಿಗಳಿಗೆ ಮತುು ವಿಶಯಗಳಿಗೆ ಄ನವಯಿಷುುದು.

ಎಲ್ಹಿ ವಿಶಯಗಳಿಗ ಹಹಗ ಎಲ್ಹಿ ಸಂತಗಳಿಗ ಄ನವಯವಹಗು ಇ ರಮುಖ್ ಷಂನ ಮಲಗಳು, ಭಹರತದ ಶಿಕ್ಷಣ ನೀತ್ತ ಮತುು
ಟೆಸ್ ಆಂಡಿಯಹ OERನಲ್ಲಿನ ಮಹದಿಗಯಂತೆ, ಶಿಕ್ಷಕ್ಿಗಗೆ ಶೆೈಕ್ಷಣಿಕ್ ಕ್ೆೀತರದಲ್ಲಿನ ರಮುಖ್ ವಿಧಹನಗಳ ಬಗೆೆ ಮುಂದುಿಗದ
ಹರಯೀಗಿಕ್ ಷಲಹೆಗಳನುನ ನೀಡುತುವೆ. ಟೆಸ್ ಆಂಡಿಯಹದ ಹರಯೀಗಿಕ್ ತತವಗಳನೆ ನಳಗೆ ಂಡಂತೆ ವಿದಹಯರ್ಥಿಗಳನುನ
ಷಂಘಟಿಷು ವಿಧಹನಗಳು, ಕ್ಲ್ಲಕ್ಹ ಚಟ್ುಟಿಕ್ೆಗಳು ಮತುು ಶಿಕ್ಷಕ್-ವಿದಹಯರ್ಥಿ ಮತುು ವಿದಹಯರ್ಥಿ –ವಿದಹಯರ್ಥಿಗಳ ನಡುವಿನ
ಒಡನಹಟ್ನುನ ಏಿಡಿಷು ವಿಧಹನಗಳನುನ ಒಳಗೆ ಂಡಿದೆ. ಶಿಕ್ಷಕ್ಿಗಗೆ ಹಹಗ ಶಿಕ್ಷಕ್ ಶಿಕ್ಷಕ್ಿಗಗೆ(

) ವೆಬಸೆೈಟ

ನಲ್ಲಿ ಇ ರಮುಖ್ ಷಂನ ಮಲಗಳು ಲರ್ಯವಿದೆ.

ವೀಡಿಯೀ ಸಂಪನ್ಮೂಲಗಳು
ಟೆಸ್ ಆಂಡಿಯಹದರು ತಯಹಿಗಸಿದ ವಿೀಡಿಯೀ ಕ್ರಿಪ್ಗಳ ಷಮ ಸು ತರಗತ್ತಯಲ್ಲಿನ ಭಹಗಿಸಷುವಿಕ್ೆಯ ರಮುಖ್
ತಂತರಗಳನುನ ವಿಿಗಷುತುವೆ. (ರಮುಖ್ ಷಂನ ಮಲಗಳ ವಿಶಯಗಳಿಗೆ ಷಿಗಹೆ ಂದುಂತೆ) ಶಿಕ್ಷಕ್ರು ಹಹಗ ವಿದಹಯರ್ಥಿಗಳು
ಭಹಗಿಸಷುವಿಕ್ೆಯ ಄ಭಹಯಷಗಳನುನ ಭಹರತ್ತೀಯ ತರಗತ್ತಗಳಲ್ಲಿ ಬಳಷುುದನುನ ಇ ಕ್ರಿಪ್ ಗಳಲ್ಲಿ ನಹು ಕ್ಹಣಬಸುದಲಿದೆೀ, ನದ್ಧಿಶು
ಕ್ರರಯೆಗಳನುನ ಹಹಗ ನಡತೆಗಳನುನ ವಿೀಕ್ಷಕ್ರು ಗುರುತ್ತಷಲು ವಿೀಕ್ಷಕ್ ವಿರಣೆಯನುನ ಕ್ೆೀಳಬಸುದು. ಇ ವಿೀಡಿಯೀ ಕ್ರಿಪ್ಗಳನುನ
ಿಸಂದ್ಧ ತರಗತ್ತಗಳಲ್ಲಿ ಚಿತ್ತರೀಕ್ಿಗಸಿದುದ, ವಿವಿಧ ರಹಜ್ಯಗಳಿಗೆ ಄ನುಗುಣವಹಗಿ ವಿೀಕ್ಷಕ್ ವಿರಣೆಯನುನ ಭಹಷಹಂತಿಗಷಲ್ಹಗಿದೆ. ಇ
ವಿೀಡಿಯೀ ಕ್ರಿಪ್ಗಳಿಗೆ ಲ್ಲಂ್ಗಳನುನ ವಿೀಡಿಯೀ ಚಿತರದ ಮ ಲಕ್ OERಗಳಲ್ಲಿ ನದ್ಧಿಶು ಷಥಳಗಳಲ್ಲಿ ತೆ ೀಿಗಸಿದುದ, ಄ಂತರ್ಹಿಲದ
ಮ ಲಕ್ ಬಳಕ್ೆದಹರರು ಆದನುನ ಬಳಷಬಸುದಹಗಿದೆ. ಇ ವಿೀಡಿಯೀ ಕ್ರಿಪ್ಗಳನುನ ಟಹಯಬೆಿಟ, ಪಿಸಿ, ಡಿ.ವಿ.ಡಿ, ಮೊಬೆೈಲ್
ಫೀನ್ಗಳಲ್ಲಿ ಹಹಗ ಎಸ್.ಡಿ ಕ್ಹರ್ಡಿ ಮ ಲಕ್ ಬಳಷಲು ಬಳಕ್ೆದಹರರು ಆುಗಳನುನ ಡೌನ್ಲ್ೆ ೀರ್ಡ ಮಹಡಬಸುದಹಗಿದೆ.
(http://www.tess-india.edu.in/)
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ಓದುುದು

What this unit is about?
This unit introduces a key routine for teaching reading called shared reading. The unit also examines postreading literacy activities.
In shared reading you read aloud to the whole class or to a group of students from a large book or text that
everyone can see. Shared reading integrates a focus on oral language and writing. When you read aloud to
students, enthusiastically and with expression, you demonstrate what fluent reading sounds like. You focus
students’ attention on the written text and the process of reading it. You also model the enjoyment of reading
by encouraging all students to participate orally.
Reading aloud to the class, and reading with students in groups, will help you to improve your own English
language skills. Shared reading is also effective for teaching reading in Hindi and other languages.

ಘಟಕದ

ಏನಿದೆ?

ಇ ಘಟ್ಕ್ು ಮಕ್ಾಳಿಗೆ ಓದುುದನುನ ಕ್ಲ್ಲಷುುದಕ್ಹಾಗಿ, ಒಂದು ಮಸತವದ ದೆೈನಂದ್ಧನ ಕ್ಹಯಿಕ್ರಮವಹಗಿ ‘ಓಟಹುಗಿಕ್ ಡಿ ಓದು’ುದನುನ
ಿಗಚಯಿಷುತುದೆ. ರ್ೆ ತೆಗೆ ಇ ಘಟ್ಕ್ು ವಹಚನೆ ೀತುರ (ಓದ್ಧನ ನಂತರದ) ಸಹಕ್ಷರತಹ ಚಟ್ುಟಿಕ್ೆಗಳನ ನ ಿಗಶಿೀಲ್ಲಷುತುದೆ.
‘ಓಟಹುಗಿ ಕ್ ಡಿಓದು’ುದರಲ್ಲಿ, ತರಗತ್ತಯ ಎಲಿರ

ನೆ ೀಡಲು ಸಹಧಯವಹಗುಂತೆ, ದೆ ಡಡ ುಷುಕ್ದ್ಧಂದ ಒಂದು ಷಮ ಸ ಄ಥವಹ ಆಡಿೀ

ತರಗತ್ತಯ ಮುಂದೆ ಬಹಯೆದರೆದು ಗಟಿುಯಹಗಿ (ಈಚಛ ಷವರದ್ಧಂದ) ಓದುವಿಿಗ. ಇ ಿಗೀತ್ತಯ ಓಟಹುಗಿಕ್ ಡಿ ಓದುವಿಕ್ೆಯು ಮೌಖಿಕ್ ಭಹಷೆ ಹಹಗ
ಬರಣಿಗೆಯ ಮೀಲ್ಲನ ಗಮನ ಕ್ೆೀಂದರನುನ ಷಮನವಯಗೆ ಳಿಷುತುದೆ. ನೀು ವಿದಹಯರ್ಥಿಗಳಿಗಹಗಿ ಗಟಿುಯಹಗಿ ಈತಹಾಸದ್ಧಂದ ಹಹಗ
ಮುಖ್ಭಹಗಳೆ ಂದ್ಧಗೆ ಓದುವಹಗ, ನರಗಿಗಳವಹಗಿ ಓದುುದನುನ ಅಲ್ಲ
ನೀು ವಿದಹಯರ್ಥಿಗಳ ಄ಧಹನನುನ ಲ್ಲಖಿತ/ಮುದ್ಧರತ ವಿಶಯ ಹಹಗ
ವಿದಹಯರ್ಥಿಗಳ

ಮೌಖಿಕ್ವಹಗಿ ಭಹಗಿಸ

ಷ ಕ್ು

ಹೆೀಗಿರುತುದೆಂಬುದನುನ ಹರತಯಕ್ಷಿಕ್ವಹಗಿ ತೆ ೀಿಗಷುತ್ತುೀಿಗ.
಄ದನುನ ಓದು ರಕ್ರರಯೆಗಳ ಮೀಲ್ೆ ಕ್ೆೀಂದ್ಧರೀಕ್ಿಗಷುವಿಿಗ. ಎಲಿ

ಪ್ರೀತಹಾಿಸಷುುದರ

ಮ ಲಕ್,

ನೀು

ಓದುುದಿಗಂದಹಗು ಷಂತಷನ ನ

ಮಹದಿಗಯಹಗಿ ಮುಂದ್ಧಡುವಿಿಗ.
ತರಗತ್ತಗಹಗಿ ಗಟಿುಯಹಗಿ ಓದುುದು ಹಹ

ವಿದಹಯರ್ಥಿಗಳೆ ಂದ್ಧಗೆ ಸಹಮ ಿಸಕ್ವಹಗಿ ಓದು ಮ ಲಕ್, ನೀು ನಮಮ ಆಂಗಿಿಷ್ ಭಹಷಹ

ಕ್ೌವಲಗಳನುನ ಈತುಮಗೆ ಳಿಸಿಕ್ೆ ಳುುವಿಿಗ. ಓಟಹುಗಿಕ್ ಡಿ ಓದುುದನುನ ಕ್ನನಡ ಮತ್ತುತರ ಭಹಷೆಗಳನುನ ಓ

ಕ್ಲ್ಲಷಲ ಬಳಷಬಸುದು

What you can learn in this unit




To practise shared reading in English.
To make a big book for English shared reading.
To plan post-reading literacy activities.

ಇ ಘಟ್ಕ್ದಲ್ಲಿ ನೀವೆೀನು ಕ್ಲ್ಲಯಬಸುದು?


ಓದುುದನುನ ಄ಭಹಯಷ ಮಹಡುುದು.



ಓದಲು ದೆ ಡಡ ುಷುಕ್ನುನ ತಯಹಿಗಷುುದು.



ಓದ್ಧನ ನಂತರದ ಬರಸದ ಚಟ್ುಟಿಕ್ೆಗಳನುನ ಅಯೀಜಿಷುುದು.

1 Introducing shared reading
Start by looking at a poem used for sharing reading.
www.TESS-India.edu.in
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Activity 1: Shared reading
Shared reading means that you lead your students in reading the text and you are a strong role model for
reading. Students must be able to see and follow the text along with you.
ಓದುುದೆಂದರೆ, ನೀು ಠ್ಯನುನ ಓದುುದರಲ್ಲಿ ನಮಮ ವಿದಹಯರ್ಥಿಗಳನುನ ನಹಯಕ್ರಹಗಿ ಮುನೆನಡೆಷುವಿಿಗ ಮತುು ಓದುವಿಕ್ೆಗೆ
ಮಹದಿಗ

ಯಹಗುವಿಿಗ. ವಿದಹಯರ್ಥಿಗಳು ನಮಮ ರ್ೆ ತೆ ರ್ೆ ತೆಗೆ ಠ್ಯನುನ ನೆ ೀಡ

಄ನುಷಿಗಷಲು

ಸಹಧಯವಹಗಬೆೀಕ್ು.
In shared reading, you:


encourage all students to follow the text as you read, using your hand or a stick as a pointer



have students join in the reading, repeat after you or read in chorus



model how to read with expression



demonstrate how to read and pronounce new words



focus on letters, words and sentences as you go along, but always keeping the overall meaning and
enjoyment.

Look at the poem in Figure 1, written out on a large piece of paper. It was created by a teacher for Class II
students. Read it aloud.

Figure 1 A shared reading poem.

2
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Pause for thought


What can the teacher and the students do with the blank spaces in the poem?



What would be the effect of having children’s names in the poem?



Why do you think the teacher has highlighted the words ‘I’, ‘to’, ‘school’ and ‘the’?



Do you think it would be fun to read this aloud with young students?



Do you think shared reading of this poem could include all students, regardless of their
abilities?



What is the effect of letting students decorate the poem?

ಚಂತನೆಗೆಮಂದು ಕ್ಷಣ


ದಯದಲ್ಲಿ ಖಹಲ್ಲ ಬಿಟ್ು ಷಥಳಗಳಲ್ಲಿ ಶಿಕ್ಷಕ್ರು ಹಹಗ ವಿದಹಯರ್ಥಿಗಳು ಏನು ಮಹಡಬಸುದು?



ದಯದಲ್ಲಿ ಮಕ್ಾಳ ಹೆಷರುಗಳಿದದರೆ ಅಗು ಿಗಣಹಮವೆೀನು?



‘I’, ‘to’, ‘school’ ಮತುು ‘the’ ಎಂಬ ದಗಳನುನ ಶಿಕ್ಷಕ್ರು ಎದುದ ಕ್ಹಣುಂತೆ ಷ ಚಿಸಿರಲು ಕ್ಹರಣವೆೀನರಬಸುದು?



ಕ್ರಿಗಯ ವಿದಹಯರ್ಥಿಗಳೆ ಂದ್ಧಗೆ ಇ ದಯನುನ ಗಟಿುಯಹಗಿ ಓದುುದು ಅನಂದ ಎನಷುು



ಇ ದಯನುನ

ಓದು ಕ್ಹಯಿದಲ್ಲಿ ಄ರ ಸಹಮಥಯಿಗಳನುನ ಹೆ ರತುಡಿಸಿ, ಎಲಿರನ ನ

ಸೆೀಿಗಸಿಕ್ೆ ಳುುುದು ಷಿಗ ಎನಷುು


?

?

ವಿದಹಯರ್ಥಿಗಳು ದಯನುನ ಄ಲಂಕ್ಿಗಷುಂತೆ ಮಹಡುುದರ ಿಗಣಹಮವೆೀನು?

You can make a shared reading text on any subject, such as parts of the body, numbers, a history or
geography topic, or the words of a song. See the hand-made example in Figure 2.

Figure 2 Shared reading using the subject of rainbows.
If you are a teacher who teaches all the subjects, shared reading can develop and reinforce both subject
knowledge and language skills.

2 Selecting a text for shared reading
In Case Study 1, a teacher organises shared reading from a simple story.

www.TESS-India.edu.in
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Case Study 1: Miss Shabreen organises shared reading
Miss Shabreen is a Class III teacher in Bihar.
First I prepared a big book, so that my students could see the words and pictures easily. The story was ‘A
Little Red Hen’ and I narrated the story to them last week, so the students were already familiar with the
story. (You can see this story in Resource 1.)
I grouped the students around me, making sure that they could all see the pages. In my class there are
children of seasonal migrant workers who are often absent. I put them in the front of the group to make sure
they were included and so I could monitor their participation.
Before the reading, I explained that we would be reading a book together. I showed them the cover and
reminded them that they had already heard the story. I asked them if they could remember anything about it.
They called out the names of one or two of the characters that they remembered.
I then told them to follow my finger as I moved it under the words in the book, listening to me and reading
aloud with me. I checked that they understood the instructions by practising with the title of the book.
I began by asking the students, ‘Are you ready?’ Then I turned to the first page, reading the text aloud slowly
and clearly, following it with my finger. The students hesitated a little at first, but after one or two began to
copy me, the others joined in, becoming more confident with each new page. In order to emphasise the
pronunciation of the words, I exaggerated the intonation slightly, changing the voices to match each
character. Where I could, I made gestures and actions that the students could copy as they read, such as
nodding or shaking their head, or waving their hand.
Because the students were new to shared reading, I focused mainly on the progression of the story and its
characters to capture their attention and keep the momentum. Sometimes we paused before starting to read
the page and I pointed to a character or picture, asking them, ‘Who is she?’, ‘What is that?’ or ‘What is he
doing?’, and the students responded. Whether they were entirely accurate or not was not so important. My
aim was to encourage their participation and build their confidence in reading. In order to vary the pace and
create an element of suspense, I also asked them, ‘What do you think happened next?’ before slowly turning
to the next page.
The story contains repeating phrases. On the second or third repetitions, I paused slightly at the start and
the students continued to say the phrase themselves. They seemed delighted to have done so, seeing it as
a kind of game.
When we had finished the book, I asked the students some simple questions about it. I told the students to
raise their hands if they knew the answer, rather than selecting one and making them respond. This gave
me an idea of how much they had followed the story. Where necessary, I paraphrased their answers in
English and in their home language. I welcomed all their contributions. If they became too eager, I reminded
them to listen carefully to one another and take their turn.

2.
ರಕ್ರಣ

ಓದುುದಕ್ಕಾಗಿ ಪಠ್ಯನ್ುು ಆಯ್ಕಾಮಕಡುುದು:
1:

ವಬಿರೀನ್ ಓಟಹುಗಿಕ್ ಡಿ ಓದುವಿಕ್ೆಯನುನ ಷಂಘಟಿಷುತಹುರೆ.

[ಶಿರೀಮತ್ತ ವಬಿರೀನ್ ರರು ಕ್ನಹಿಟ್ಕ್ದಲ್ಲಿ 3ನೆೀ ತರಗತ್ತಯ ಶಿಕ್ಷಕ್ರ]
ಮೊದಲ್ಲಗೆ ನಹನು ಒಂದು ದೆ ಡಡ ುಷುಕ್ ತಯಹಿಗಸಿಕ್ೆ ಂಡೆನು. ಆದಿಗಂದ ನನನ ವಿದಹಯರ್ಥಿಗಳು ಷುಲರ್ವಹಗಿ ದಗಳನುನ, ಚಿತರಗಳನುನ
ನೆ ೀಡಲು ಸಹಧಯವಹಯಿತು. ಕ್ಥೆಯ ಹೆಷರು ‘A Little Red Hen’. ವಿದಹಯರ್ಥಿಗಳು ಮುಂಚಿತವಹಗಿ ಕ್ಥೆ ತ್ತಳಿದ್ಧರಲ್ಲ ಎಂಬುದಕ್ಹಾಗಿ ಕ್ಳೆದ
ವಹರವೆೀ ನಹನು ಕ್ಥೆಯನುನ ಹೆೀಳಿದೆದನು. [ಷಂನ ಮಲ 1ರಲ್ಲಿ ನೀು ಇ ಕ್ಥೆ ನೆ ೀಡಬಸುದು]
4
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ವಿದಹಯರ್ಥಿಗಳೆಲಿರ

ುಟ್ಗಳನುನ ನೆ ೀಡಲು ಄ನುಕ್ ಲವಹಗುಂತೆ ಄ರನುನ ನನನ ಷುತುಲ

ಗುಂಪಿನಲ್ಲಿ ಕ್ ಿಗಸಿದೆನು. ನನನ ತರಗತ್ತಯಲ್ಲಿ

ಅಗಹಗ ಶಹಲ್ೆಗೆ (ಹಹಜ್ರಹಗದ) ಗೆೈರುಹಹಜ್ರಹಗು, ಋತುಮಹನಕ್ೆಾ ಄ನುಗುಣವಹಗಿ ಲಸೆ ಹೆ ೀಗು ಕ್ಹರ್ಮಿಕ್ರ ಮಕ್ಾಳಿದಹದರೆ.
಄ರನುನ ನಹನು ಗುಂಪಿನ ಮುಂಭಹಗದಲ್ಲಿ ಕ್ುಳಿತುಕ್ೆ ಳುುಂತೆ ಮಹಡಿದೆ. ಆದಿಗಂದ ಄ರ ಒಳಗೆ ಳುುಂತೆ ಮಹಡಿದೆ. ಆದಿಗಂದ ಄ರ
ಒಳಗೆ ಳುುಂತಹಗಿ, ಄ರ ಭಹಗಿಸಷುವಿಕ್ೆಯನುನ ಗಮನಷಲು ಸಹಧಯವಹಯಿತು.
ಓದು ಮುನನ ನಹನು ವಿದಹಯರ್ಥಿಗಳಿಗೆ ನಹವೆಲಿರ ಕ್ ಡಿ ಒಂದು ುಷುಕ್ನುನ ಓದಲ್ಲದೆದೀವೆ ಎಂದು ವಿಿಗಸಿದೆ. ಮುಖ್ುಟ್ ತೆ ೀಿಗಸಿ, ಄ರು
ಇಗಹಗಲ್ೆೀ ಕ್ಥೆಯನುನ ಕ್ೆೀಳಿದಹದರೆಂದ ಹೆೀಳಿದೆ. ನಹನು ಄ರನುನ ಕ್ಥೆ ಏನಹದರ ನೆನಪಿದೆ

? ಎಂದು ಕ್ೆೀಳಿದೆ. ಄ರು ತಮಗೆ ನೆನಪಿದದ

ಒಂದೆರಡು ಹತರಗಳ ಹೆಷರು ಹೆೀಳಿದರು.
ನಹನು ಓದುುದನುನ ಅಲ್ಲಷು

, ನನೆ ನಂದ್ಧಗೆ ಗಟಿುಯಹಗಿ ಓದು

, ಆನಂತರ ುಷುಕ್ದಲ್ಲಿದದ ದಗಳ ಕ್ೆಳಗೆ ಚಲ್ಲಷುತ್ತುದದ ನನನ ಕ್ೆೈ ಬೆರಳನೆನೀ

಄ನುಷಿಗಷುಂತೆ ತ್ತಳಿಸಿದೆ. ಷ ಚನೆಗಳನುನ ಗರಿಸಸಿದಹದರೆಯೆೀ ಎಂದು ಕ್ಥೆಯ ಶಿೀಷ್ಟ್ಿಕ್ೆಯಂದ್ಧಗೆ ಄ಭಹಯಷ ಮಹಡಿಸಿದೆನು.
‚ನೀವೆಲಿ ಸಿ ರಹಗಿದ್ಧದೀರಹ?‛ ಎಂದು ಕ್ೆೀಳಿ ಹರರಂಭಿಸಿದೆ. ನಂತರ ಮೊದಲ ುಟ್ ತ್ತರುಗಿಸಿ, ಠ್ಯನುನ ಬೆರಳಿನಂದ

,

ನಧಹನವಹಗಿ, ಷಶುವಹಗಿ, ಗಟಿುಯಹಗಿ ಓದ್ಧದೆ. ವಿದಹಯರ್ಥಿಗಳು ಹರರಂರ್ದಲ್ಲಿ ಿಸಂಜ್ಿಗದರ , ಄ರಲ್ಲಿ ಒಂದ್ಧಬಬರು ನನನನುನ ಄ನುಕ್ಿಗಷಲು
ಅರಂಭಿಸಿದಹಗ, ಈಳಿದರ ಸೆೀಿಗಕ್ೆ ಂಡರು, ಄ಲಿದೆ ಒಂದೆ ಂದು ಹೆ ಷ ುಟ್ ತ್ತರುವಿದಂತೆ ಄ರ ಅತಮವಿಶಹವಷೂ ಹೆಚುು
ದಗಳ ಈಚಹಛರಣೆಗೆ ಒತುು ನೀಡುುದಕ್ಹಾಗಿ ರತ್ತ ಹತರಕ್ೆಾ ಹೆ ಂದುಂತೆ ಧವನಗಳನುನ ಬದಲ್ಹಯಿಷು

, ಧವನಯ ಏಿಗಳಿತದಲ್ಲಿ ಷವಲ

ಈತೆರೀಕ್ೆ ತೆ ೀಿಗದೆನೆನನಬಸುದು. ಸಹಧಯವಿದದಲ್ೆಿಲಿ ಷಂಜ್ಞೆಗಳನ ನ, ಮುಖಹಭಿನಯನ ನ ತೆ ೀಿಗಸಿ, ಮಕ್ಾಳ ಷಸ ತ
ಬಿೀಷು

ಹೆ ೀಯಿತು.

ತಲ್ೆ ತ ಗು

, ಕ್ೆೈ

, ಄ನುಕ್ಿಗಸಿ ಓದುತ್ತುದರ
ದ ು.

ವಿದಹಯರ್ಥಿಗಳು ಓಟಹುಗಿಕ್ ಡಿ ಓದು ಕ್ರಮಕ್ೆಾ ಹೆ ಷಬರಹದದಿಗಂದ, ಕ್ಥೆಯ ಮುಂದೆ ಸಹಗುವಿಕ್ೆ ಮತುು ಹತರಗಳ ಮೀಲ್ೆ ಹೆಚಿುನ ಒತುು ನೀಡು
ಮ ಲಕ್ ಄ಧಹನ ಿಸಡಿದ್ಧಟ್ುು, ಓದ್ಧನ ಗತ್ತ(ವೆೀಗ) ಸಿಥರವಹಗಿರುಂತೆ ನೆ ೀಡಿಕ್ೆ ಳುುತ್ತುದೆದ. ಕ್ೆಲು ವೆೀಳೆ ಒಂದು ುಟ್ ಓದಲು ಹರರಂಭಿಷು
ಮುನನ ಕ್ೆಲು ಕ್ಷಣ ತಡೆದು, ಒಂದು ಹತರ ಄ಥವಹ ಚಿತರ ತೆ ೀಿಗಸಿ ‘ಆಳು ಯಹರು?’ ‘಄ದು ಏನು?’ ಄ನೆೀನು ಮಹಡುತ್ತುದಹದನೆ? ಮುಂತಹಗಿ
ಕ್ೆೀಳುತ್ತುದೆದ, ಮಕ್ಾಳು ಈತುಿಗಷುತ್ತುದದರು. ಄ರು ೂಣಿವಹಗಿ ಷಿಗ
ಪ್ರೀತಹಾಿಸಷುುದು ಹಹಗ

? ಎಂಬುದು ಮುಖ್ಯವಹಗಿರಲ್ಲಲಿ, ಄ರ ಭಹಗಿಸಷುವಿಕ್ೆಗೆ

ಅತಮವಿಶಹವಷ ಬೆಳೆಷುುದು ನನನ ಗುಿಗಯಹಗಿತುು. ವೆೀಗನುನ ಬದಲ್ಹಯಿಷಲು ಮತುು ಕ್ುತ ಸಲ ಹೆಚಿುಷಲು

‘ಮುಂದೆ ಏನಹಗಿರಬಸುದು?’ ಎಂಧು ಕ್ೆೀಳಿ, ಄ನಂತರ ನಧಹನವಹಗಿ ುಟ್ ತ್ತರುಗಿಷುತ್ತುದೆದ.
ಕ್ಥೆಯಲ್ಲಿ ುನರುಕ್ರುಯಹಗು ದಗುಚಛಗಳಿವೆ. ಎರಡನೆೀ, ಮ ರನೆೀ ುನರುಕ್ರು ಬಂದಹಗ ಹರರಂರ್ದಲ್ಲಿ ನಹನು ಷವಲ ನಲ್ಲಿಸಿದರ
ವಿದಹಯರ್ಥಿಗಳು ಄ುಗಳನುನ ತಹವೆೀ ಷವತಃ ಹೆೀಳುತು ಸಹಗುತ್ತುದದರು. ಿಸೀಗೆ ಮಹಡುುದಿಗಂದ ಷಂತೆ ೀಶಗೆ ಳುುತ್ತದದರಲಿ

಄ದೆ ಂದು

ಅಟ್ವೆಂದೆೀ ಭಹವಿಷುತ್ತುದದರು.
ುಷುಕ್ ಓದ್ಧ ಮುಗಿಸಿದಹಗ, ಄ದರ ಬಗೆೆ ಕ್ೆಲು ಷರಳ ರಶೆನಗಳನುನ ಕ್ೆೀಳಿದೆ. ನಹನೆೀ ಮೊದಲ್ೆೀ ಅಯದ ವಿದಹಯರ್ಥಿಯನುನ ರಶಿನಸಿ, ಈತುಿಗಷಲು
ಹೆೀಳು ಬದಲು ವಿದಹಯರ್ಥಿಗಳು ತಮಗೆ ಈತುರ ಗೆ ತ್ತುದದರೆ ಕ್ೆೈ ಎತುಬೆೀಕ್ೆಂದು ಹೆೀಳುತ್ತುದೆದ. ಆದಿಗಂದ ಄ರು ಎಶುರ ಮಟಿುಗೆ ಕ್ಥೆಯನುನ
ಗರಿಸಸಿದಹದರೆಂಬುದು ತ್ತಳಿಯಿತು. ಸಹಧಯವಹದಲ್ೆಿಲಿ ಄ರ ಈತುರಗಳನುನ ಆಂಗಿಿಷ್್ ನಲ್ಲಿ ಮತುು ಄ರ ಮನೆ ಭಹಷೆಯಲ್ಲಿ (ಮಹತೃಭಹಷೆ)
ಷಂಕ್ಷಿುವಹಗಿ ಹೆೀಳುತ್ತುದೆದ. ಄ರೆಲಿರ ಕ್ೆ ಡುಗೆಯನುನ ಸಹವಗತ್ತಸಿದೆ. ಄ರು ಄ತುಯತಹಾಸ ತೆ ೀಿಗದಹಗಲ್ೆಿಲಿ ಆತರರು ಹೆೀಳಿದದನುನ ಗಮನವಿಟ್ುು
ಕ್ೆೀಳಿ ನಂತರ ತಮಮ ಷರದ್ಧ ಡೆಯಬೆೀಕ್ೆಂದು ಹೆೀಳುತ್ತುದೆದ.
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Pause for thought


What did Miss Shabreen do to prepare her students for the shared reading?



What techniques did she use to maintain their attention during the shared reading?



How did she evaluate their understanding of what they read together?



Is there anything you particularly liked about her lesson? Is there anything you would
have done differently?



How do you think shared reading can help to include children from marginalised
groups?

ಚಂತನೆಗೆಮಂದು ಕ್ಷಣ


ತನನ ವಿದಹಯರ್ಥಿಗಳನುನ ಓಟಹುಗಿಕ್ ಡಿ ಓದುುದಕ್ೆಾ ಸಿದಧಗೆ ಳಿಷಲು



ಸಂಚಿಕ್ೆ ಂದು ಓದುುದರಲ್ಲಿ ವಿದಹಯರ್ಥಿಗಳ ಄ಧಹನನುನ ಿಸಡಿದ್ಧಟ್ುುಕ್ೆ ಳುಲು ಯಹ ತಂತರಗಳನುನ ಬಳಸಿದರು?



ಎಲಿರ ಓಟಹುಗಿ ಓದ್ಧದದರ ಗರಿಸಕ್ೆಯನುನ ಄ರು ಹೆೀಗೆ ಮೌಲಯಮಹನ ಮಹಡಿದರು?



಄ರ ಹಠ್ದ ಬಗೆೆ ನಮಗೆ ನದ್ಧಿಶುವಹಗಿ ಆಶುವಹದ ಄ಂವ ಆದೆಯೆೀ? ಆದಕ್ರಾಂತ ಭಿನನವಹಗಿ ನೀು ಏನಹದರ
ಮಹಡುತ್ತು



. ವಬಿರೀನ್ ಏನು ಮಹಡಿದರು?

ರಹ?

಄ಕ್ಹವ ಂಚಿತ ಷಮ ಸಗಳಿಂದ ಬಂದ ಮಕ್ಾಳನುನ ಒಳಗೆ ಳುುಂತೆ ಮಹಡಲು ಓಟಹುಗಿಕ್ ಡಿ

ಹೆೀಗೆ

ಷಹಹಯ ಮಹಡಬಲಿದು?
Miss Shabreen used a number of techniques in her lesson to help her students get involved in the story and
to support their learning. You may use some of these techniques already with your students, or all the
techniques may be new to you. All these techniques are simple to do in the classroom and in the next
activities you try out some of these techniques with your students. Don’t be dispiritied if they don’t go
smoothly the first time you use them. We all need to practise new ways of doing things – this applies to both
you and your students. With repeated practice, both you and your students will become more confident in
using these new techniques and your students’ learning will improve.

Activity 2: Choose a text for shared reading – a planning activity
Do this with a fellow teacher if possible. This is a planning activity for you to do in preparation for your lesson.
Select a text you could use for shared reading. It can be a story you have already told aloud, or it can be a
story from the textbook of a different class or from any other book. It can be a short poem, or it can be in a
subject area, for example, a simple text on the water cycle. If you choose a story or poem, try to find places
where students can repeat words or phrases and join in with you.
You can also make up your own story or poem from your imagination. When you do this, you can
incorporate students’ names and local landmarks.
The length of the text should be short, and the actual narration should not take more than ten minutes.
Consider the criteria for the text, for example:

6



students’ interests and backgrounds



students’ or your own familiarity with the topic



students’ or your own English confidence



local people, landmarks or events
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local languages – you can make a shared reading text that combines English and other languages



possible stereotypes to avoid or to discuss.

See Resource 1 for examples of suitable stories.
When you have chosen your text, practise reading it aloud to a fellow teacher or to a member of your family.
Remember it should not take you more than ten minutes to read aloud at a steady pace.
See Resource 2, ‘Planning lessons’, to learn more about classroom organisation and planning ahead for your
learners.

3 Making and using a big book
In the next activity you will make a big book of the text you have chosen.

Activity 3: Making a big book – a planning activity
This is an activity for you to do in preparation for your lesson.
A big book with large text and illustrations is a good resource that is easy for students to follow. Students
also enjoy making their own big books, either copying and illustrating a story they like or creating their own
story or poem.
You can use a big book with the whole class, or you can give a big book to a group and assign one or two
able or older students to lead the reading.
1. Take the text you selected for shared reading in Activity 2.
2. Break the text into chunks of two to three sentences.
3. Copy each of these chunks in large writing onto pieces of paper. Do not write more than two to three
sentences on one sheet of paper.
4. Illustrate each sheet appropriately. You can also stick pictures on it or ask the students to do the
illustrations.
5. Design an attractive cover page for a story, or invite the students to do this after they read the story.
6. Pin/tie together all the sheets along with the cover page.
You can make a simple stand for your big book out of recycled materials.
Look at the teacher with her students in Figure 3. She has made a simple stand for the big book out of
cardboard.
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Figure 3 A teacher has used cardboard to make a stand for the big book.

Activity 4: Using your big book with your students
Now practise reading the big book aloud, slowly and clearly. Read with enthusiasm and expression. Record
yourself if possible (you could use your mobile phone for this purpose), or read aloud in front of a colleague
or a member of your family.
Point with your hand or a stick to each word as you read. Move your hand or the stick just under the words,
so that students will be able to see each word as you read.
Make a list of any vocabulary that you want to introduce to students before reading the story or poem aloud.
How will you introduce these words? Will you use picture cards, Hindi or the local language to explain their
meaning? Note any specific language points you want to focus on, such as:


character descriptions



letters and sounds



rhyming words



new vocabulary



reinforcing word recognition



sentence structures and grammar



new concepts.

Think about how you will introduce the text and organise students for the reading.
Identify points in the text where you can stop and ask students to predict a word or a rhyme, or what will
happen next.
Think about how you will evaluate students’ understanding after the reading.
Try out your big book in a shared reading session with the whole class or in small groups across the week.
Did your students enjoy the activity? Did you enjoy using the big book? Could all the students hear you and
see the big book?

8
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An effective way to assess students’ comprehension is to have them re-tell the text. Students can do this in
pairs or small groups, as well as individually. This gives students opportunities to practise speaking English.
Older and more competent students can write about their understanding.

4 Using post-reading activities
To get the most from shared reading, it is good practice to give students post-reading activities that are
related to the story or the poem. These activities will reinforce language learning in an enjoyable way.
Students can do these activities across the week.

Activity 5: Post-reading activities
Read the materials in Resource 3. These are examples of activities that students can do after shared
reading. Choose, adapt and prepare one of these resources, based on the text that you selected for shared
reading or another text.
It is good practice to model for students how you want them to work and complete the task. How would you
introduce the activity you chose?
When you use the activity with your class after the shared reading activity, reflect on these questions:


Did all your students participate?



Did this activity help you to evaluate their learning?



Were there students who did not make progress with their learning?



Try to work out how you can help these students in the next reading lesson – should you choose a
different type of text, or an easier or a more difficult text?

Video: Planning lessons

5 Summary
In this unit you have been introduced to shared reading. In shared reading the focus is on comprehension,
overall meaning and enjoyment, as well as particular reading strategies for reading new words. Shared
reading integrates oral language and a focus on writing. This unit has also introduced you to post-reading
literacy activities.
We hope you have had an opportunity to make a big book and to try it out with your students. When you
make your own reading materials you can start to create an inexpensive library in your classroom.
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5. ಸಹರಹಂವ
ಇ ಘಟ್ಕ್ದಲ್ಲಿ ನಮಗೆ ‘ಓಟಹುಗಿಕ್ ಡಿ ಓದುವಿಕ್ೆ’ಯನುನ ಿಗಚಯಿಷಲ್ಹಗಿದೆ. ಓಟಹುಗಿಕ್ ಡಿ ಓದುುದರಲ್ಲಿ ಄ಥಿ ಗರಿಸಕ್ೆ, ಷಮಗರವಹದ ಄ಥಿ
ಹಹಗ ಅನಂ

, ಹೆ ಷ ದಗಳನುನ ಓದುುದಕ್ಹಾಗಿ ಓದು ತಂತರ/ಮಹಗೆ ೀಿಹಯಗಳು ಕ್ೆೀಂದರಬಿಂದುಗಳಹಗಿವೆ. ಓಟಹುಗಿಕ್ ಡಿ

ಓದುುದು ಮೌಖಿಕ್ ಭಹಷೆ ಮತುು ಬರಣಿಗೆ ಮೀಲ್ೆ ಕ್ೆೀಂದರ-ಆವೆರಡನ ನ ಷಮನವಯಗೆ ಳಿಷುತುದೆ. ಇ ಘಟ್ಕ್ು ನಮಗೆ ಓದ್ಧದ ನಂತರದ
ಸಹಕ್ಷರತಹ ಚಟ್ುಟಿಕ್ೆಗಳನ ನ ಿಗಚಯಿಸಿದೆ.
ನಮಮ ವಿದಹಯರ್ಥಿಗಳೆ ಂದ್ಧಗೆ ಆದನುನ

ಯೀಗಿಸಿ ನೆ ೀಡಲು ಒಂದು ದೆ ಡಡ ುಷುಕ್ ತಯಹಿಗಷು ಄ಕ್ಹವ ನಮಗೆ ದೆ ರೆತ್ತದೆ ಎಂದು

ಅಶಿಷುತೆುೀವೆ. ನೀು ನಮಮದೆೀ ಅದ ವಹಚನ/

ಸಹಮಗಿರ ತಯಹಿಗಸಿದಹಗ, ನಮಮ ತರಗತ್ತಯಲ್ಲಿ ಒಂದು ವೆಚು ರಿಸತ ಗರಂಥಹಲಯ

ಹರರಂಭಿಷಬಸುದು.
Other Elementary English teacher development units on this topic are:






Letters and sounds of English
Storytelling
Planning around a text
Developing and monitoring reading
Promoting the reading environment .

Resources
Resource 1: Examples of stories for shared reading
A story with repeating text lends itself well for shared reading. Students enjoy the repetitions and cue in
quickly during choral reading.

Example 1: ‘A Little Red Hen’
A red hen and her three chicks lived on a farm.
A cat, a dog and a pig lived on that farm too.
One day a chick saw something on the ground.
‘What is this?’ the chick asked the hen.
‘This is ragi. We will plant them,’ said the red hen.
‘Please help me, cat,’ the hen said to the cat.
‘No,’ said the cat. ‘I am playing.’
‘Please help me, pig,’ the hen said to the pig.
‘No,’ said the pig. ‘I am tired.’
‘Please help me, dog,’ the hen said to the dog.
‘No,’ said the dog. ‘I am sleepy.’
‘Then I will plant it,’ said the hen.
The ragi plant grew big. It was time to cut the ragi.
‘Please help me, cat,’ said the hen.
‘No,’ said the cat. ‘I am playing.’
‘Please help me, dog,’ said the hen.
10
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‘No,’ said the dog. ‘I am sleepy.’
‘Please help me, pig,’ said the hen.
‘No,’ said the pig. ‘I am tired.’
‘Then I will cut the ragi,’ said the hen.
The hen and the chicks sat down to eat ragi.
Now the cat, the pig and the dog were hungry.
‘Please give me some ragi, hen,’ said the cat.
‘Please give me some ragi, hen,’ said the pig.
‘Please give me some ragi, hen,’ said the dog.
‘No,’ said the hen. ‘No work, no ragi.’
The hen and the chicks ate the ragi. They were very happy.

Example 2: ‘Sharma’s Present’

www.TESS-India.edu.in
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Resource 2: Planning lessons
Why planning and preparing are important
Good lessons have to be planned. Planning helps to make your lessons clear and well-timed, meaning that
students can be active and interested. Effective planning also includes some in-built flexibility so that teachers
can respond to what they find out about their students’ learning as they teach. Working on a plan for a series
of lessons involves knowing the students and their prior learning, what it means to progress through the
curriculum, and finding the best resources and activities to help students learn.
Planning is a continual process to help you prepare both individual lessons as well as series of lessons, each
one building on the last. The stages of lesson planning are:




being clear about what your students need in order to make progress
deciding how you are going to teach in a way that students will understand and how to maintain
flexibility to respond to what you find
looking back on how well the lesson went and what your students have learnt in order to plan for the
future.

Planning a series of lessons
When you are following a curriculum, the first part of planning is working out how best to break up subjects
and topics in the curriculum into sections or chunks. You need to consider the time available as well as ways
for students to make progress and build up skills and knowledge gradually. Your experience or discussions
with colleagues may tell you that one topic will take up four lessons, but another topic will only take two. You
may be aware that you will want to return to that learning in different ways and at different times in future
lessons, when other topics are covered or the subject is extended.
In all lesson plans you will need to be clear about:




what you want the students to learn
how you will introduce that learning
what students will have to do and why.

You will want to make learning active and interesting so that students feel comfortable and curious. Consider
what the students will be asked to do across the series of lessons so that you build in variety and interest, but
12
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also flexibility. Plan how you can check your students’ understanding as they progress through the series of
lessons. Be prepared to be flexible if some areas take longer or are grasped quickly.

Preparing individual lessons
After you have planned the series of lessons, each individual lesson will have to be planned based on the
progress that students have made up to that point. You know what the students should have learnt or
should be able to do at the end of the series of lessons, but you may have needed to re-cap something
unexpected or move on more quickly. Therefore each individual lesson must be planned so that all your
students make progress and feel successful and included.
Within the lesson plan you should make sure that there is enough time for each of the activities and that any
resources are ready, such as those for practical work or active groupwork. As part of planning materials for
large classes you may need to plan different questions and activities for different groups.
When you are teaching new topics, you may need to make time to practise and talk through the ideas with
other teachers so that you are confident.
Think of preparing your lessons in three parts. These parts are discussed below.
1 The introduction
At the start of a lesson, explain to the students what they will learn and do, so that everyone knows what is
expected of them. Get the students interested in what they are about to learn by allowing them to share what
they know already.
2 The main part of the lesson
Outline the content based on what students already know. You may decide to use local resources, new
information or active methods including groupwork or problem solving. Identify the resources to use and the
way that you will make use of your classroom space. Using a variety of activities, resources, and timings is an
important part of lesson planning. If you use various methods and activities, you will reach more students,
because they will learn in different ways.
3 The end of the lesson to check on learning
Always allow time (either during or at the end of the lesson) to find out how much progress has been made.
Checking does not always mean a test. Usually it will be quick and on the spot – such as planned questions
or observing students presenting what they have learnt – but you must plan to be flexible and to make
changes according to what you find out from the students’ responses.
A good way to end the lesson can be to return to the goals at the start and allowing time for the students to
tell each other and you about their progress with that learning. Listening to the students will make sure you
know what to plan for the next lesson.

Reviewing lessons
Look back over each lesson and keep a record of what you did, what your students learnt, what resources
were used and how well it went so that you can make improvements or adjustments to your plans for
subsequent lessons. For example, you may decide to:




change or vary the activities
prepare a range of open and closed questions
have a follow-up session with students who need extra support.

Think about what you could have planned or done even better to help students learn.
Your lesson plans will inevitably change as you go through each lesson, because you cannot predict
everything that will happen. Good planning will mean that you know what learning you want to happen and
therefore you will be ready to respond flexibly to what you find out about your students’ actual learning.
www.TESS-India.edu.in
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Resource 3: Examples of post-reading activities
First read the short story, ‘A Different Kind of Duck’. Then look at the post-reading activities below.

‘A Different Kind of Duck’
There was once a dog who wanted to be a duck. He lived on a farm with some ducks. Everywhere the ducks
went, the dog went too.
The dog knew he did not look like a duck. Ducks have wings, and he didn’t. Ducks’ feet were big and flat, but
his were small and round. Ducks had bills, but he had a little black nose. He was white like the ducks, but that
was the only thing that was the same.
‘I’ll just be a different kind of duck,’ said the dog.
One morning the dog was with the ducks when they took off into the air. The dog ran after them, calling,
‘Come back, come back!’ He jumped into the air and flapped his legs to fly, but he just fell down instead.
‘This is no fun,’ thought the dog. ‘Maybe I should be happy just being a dog.’

Worksheet
1. How is the dog different from the ducks in this story?
a. The dog lived on a farm.
b. The dog has a bill
c. The dog has small, round feet.
2. What happened in the story that cannot happen in real life?
a. The ducks swam in the water.
b. The dog went everywhere with the ducks.
c. The dog spoke to the ducks.
3. Fill in the Venn diagram (Figure R3.1) to show how the dog and the duck look alike and different from
each other.

Figure R3.1 Venn diagram.
4. What would happen if the dog had wings? What would happen if you had wings?

Sentence completion
Complete the sentences below using the appropriate words: ‘flew’, ‘fly’, ‘lived’, ‘tried’, ‘wanted’, ‘tried’, ‘knew’,
‘ran’, ‘run’, ‘barked’ and ‘bark’.
14
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

A dog and some ducks ____________ on a farm.
Ducks can ____________ while a dog can ____________.
The dog ____________ it cannot ____________, but it ____________ to.
When the ducks ____________ the dog ____________ behind them.
Though it ____________ the dog could not ____________. It thought, ‘Ducks cannot ____________
like me.’

In shared reading using a large text, you can ‘hide’ words and ask students to predict the word that is
covered. You can also hide part of a word and ask students to predict the covered word based on the first
letter they see. This is an effective way to help students focus on initial letter sounds of words. For example:
‘Ducks can f___ while a dog can r___.’

Table completion
Make as many meaningful sentences as possible from Table R3.1.
Table R3.1 Make as many meaningful sentences as possible from this table.
bark.
Dogs

can
swim.
run.

Ducks
cannot
I

fly.
sing.

Story wheel
Use the template in Figure R3.2 to make your story wheel. Write the title of the story in the centre circle. Draw
pictures or write what the dog did and what the ducks did in the four quadrants of the outer circle. Have
students tell their stories, using their story wheels.

Figure R3.2 Story wheel template.
You can make a story wheel with more sections. If you put a pin in the centre of the wheel and attach the
wheel to a larger piece of paper, you can turn the wheel to show each section of the story (Figure R3.3).
Students can also make paper arrows that point to each section of the story.

www.TESS-India.edu.in
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Figure R3.3 Examples of story wheels.

Additional resources





Karadi Tales: http://www.karaditales.com/
National Book Trust India: http://www.nbtindia.gov.in/
NCERT textbooks: http://www.ncert.nic.in/NCERTS/textbook/textbook.htm
Teachers of India classroom resources: http://www.teachersofindia.org/en
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